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Various Aspects of Worship in Deuterocanonical and Cognate Literature Mar 05 2020 The
volume contains papers read at the International Conference of the ISDCL, held in Budapest in
2015. The contributors explore various aspects of worship as reflected in the literature of
Judaism from the Second Temple period to Late Antiquity. The volume provides a fresh reading
of various crucial issues especially within Old Testament Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha,
Rabbinic literature, Gnostic traditions, and the emerging synagogue. The papers analyse texts
and artefacts that reveal how various groups of Judaism understood the concept of worship—a
pre-eminent form of expressing religious identity and interpreting fundamental traditions.
Sammy Spider's New Friend Oct 12 2020 When an Israeli family moves in next door to the
Shapiros, Sammy Spider and Josh learn about the Jewish mitzvah of welcoming guests. In the
process, they each make a new friend and learn some Hebrew words.
This Land of Liberty Aug 02 2022 A junior high school textbook covering the history of Jews
in America.
Bubbe Meises Sep 03 2022 Clarifies such topics as basic Jewish beliefs, ethics, observances,
expressions, and opinions about Jews.
The Shofar Feb 02 2020 In The Shofar, Jeremy Montagu offers a detailed study of the ram’s
horn of the Bible, describing its history and use—both ritual and secular—from biblical times to
the present. Because the same person normally blows the shofar each year during the Jewish
High Holy Days, few are aware of the wide differences among communities around the world:
the varying points in the Jewish liturgical service when the shofar is blown, what sound
combinations exist, and the many varieties of the instrument. This is the first work of its kind to
detail the full range of historical, musical, antiquarian, and religious issues surrounding the
ancient instrument with all relevant citations from the Bible, the Talmud, and key post-Talmudic
sources. Jeremy Montagu carefully examines horn types, sound characteristics, liturgical uses,
and community functions to illustrate how the shofar has reflected local custom, regional needs,

and religious practice. Chapters provide difficult-to-find information on how shofars are made;
advice on how to choose, prepare, and maintain shofars; and instructions for aspiring blowers on
a variety of traditions. With more than sixty photographs from the author’s personal collection,
this is an ideal work for Jews and Christians, religious scholars and musicologists, and even
practicing musicians seeking to understand the crucial role of this instrument in the life of a
people.
The Aryeh Kaplan Reader Oct 31 2019 Collected essays on Jewish themes.
???? ???? Feb 13 2021 The mashgiach of the Ponevezh Yeshiva, left behind a precious legacy of
writings and teachings, published in Hebrew as Sifsei Chaim. Now, for the first time in
translation, the Mashgiach's collected shiurim on the Yomim Noraim Shmoneh Esrei, are
available to English-speaking readers. Gain a deeper understanding of tefillah, shofar, the
ultimate Redemption and HaShem's Divine plan - as seen through the exalted words, themes, and
messages of these awesome days. Simple yet profound, uplifting and majestic, every page of this
book is filled with stimulating insights that will help you unleash the power of prayer during the
Yamim Noraim. Contains the entire Hebrew text of Rinas Chaim, newly typeset and fully
vowelized.
A Person is Like a Tree Mar 17 2021 A Person Is Like a Tree: A Sourcebook for Tu BeShvat is
the only sourcebook available for celebrating the Jewish holiday of Tu BeShvat, also
traditionally known as the "New Year of the Trees." The Tu BeShvat seder, created by kabbalists
in sixteenth century Safed in Israel, is similar to the Passover seder and involves drinking four
cups of wine and eating a great variety of fruits. The kabbalists sought, by their eating of fruit at
the seder, to make a mystical tikkun (fixing) to repair the sin of Adam and Eve in eating fruit
from the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil. Yitzhak Buxbaum, the author of this
sourcebook, notes that whereas most Jewish holidays are biblical in origin, and while Chanukah
and Purim were instituted by the ancient rabbis, "Tu BeShvat is the only holiday ordained by the
kabbalists."
All about Jewish Holidays and Customs Jul 09 2020 Describes and gives the background of
traditional Jewish holidays, customs, and symbols.
Let's Eat Aug 29 2019 Jewish food is simmered in a rich broth of history, culture, geography,
and religion. This book introduces readers to the connection between Jewish food and the values
and traditions of Judaism, offering insight into the meaning and significance of the foods that
Jews use to celebrate holidays and life events. Includes more than 40 recipes.
????? ???? Jan 27 2022
The Book of Our Heritage: Tishrei-Shevat Apr 17 2021
Talmud Bavli: Tractate Rosh Hashanah Oct 24 2021
The Bride and Moral Purity Dec 26 2021 The Bride and Moral Purity started with a
supernatural dream, where a well-known author and prophet was speaking in a conference. He
was handing out books, and none of the books was none of his own. Calling me forward, he
handed me a book, which was written in Hebrew. As I said, "I can't read Hebrew," it changed
and said, "The Bride and Moral Purity." The church is called the body of Christ, but also the
bride of Christ. We are taught that this comes automatic and nothing needs to be done on our
part. The bride is passionate about her groom. The bride knows her role and duties as a wife. The
bride knows that all that is his belongs to her and she does not need to beg for what is rightfully
hers by marriage. The bride has the right to use his name and authority.
The Alef-Beit Jan 15 2021 This intriguing volume takes readers on a fascinating journey through
the Hebrew alphabet. Along the way, Rabbi Ginsburgh reveals each letter's secrets and
demonstrates that they are a key to Jewish spirituality.
Entering the High Holy Days May 31 2022 The High Holy Days -- Rosh Hashanah and Yom

Kippur -- are for many Jews the highlight of the Jewish year. The liturgy for the Days of Awe are
the longest and most complex of the year, leaving a large number of attendees without a
complete understanding of the occasion's significance. Entering The High Holy Days provides
historical background and interpretation of the ideas, practices, and liturgy and lends them
contemporary relevance to today's Jews. Reuven Hammer received his ordination and doctorate
in theology from the Jewish Theological Seminary of America. He is the former president of the
Rabbinical Assembly and head of the Rabbinical Court of the Masorti Movement.
The Hebrew Letters May 19 2021 Sefer Yetzirah (the "Book of Creation"), one of the earliest
Kabbalistic works, teaches that the letters of the Hebrew alphabet are the building blocks of
creation. Each letter has its own significance, spiritual energy, and reason for existing. In this
revised version of Rabbi Ginsburgh's best-selling The Alef-Beit, Jewish Thought Revealed
Through the Hebrew Letters, he explains how each letter's name, form, and numerical value play
a role in the creative process of the cosmos. He draws on the understandings of the well-known
mystic, the Baal Shem Tov, in depicting how each letter has nine dimensions, with impact in
three worlds--the physical, spiritual, and Divine. In every letter there is the true completion of the
soul, a chance to unite consciousness with the code of creation. Includes glossary, footnotes, and
index.
The Zohar Mar 29 2022
Sammy Spider's First Rosh Hashanah Nov 05 2022 Sammy Spider wants to taste the golden
honey the Shapiros set out for a sweet New Year. Mom tells him to stick to spinning webs, but
will curious Sammy listen?
Understanding Jewish Holidays and Customs Sep 10 2020 A historical and contemporary
overview of customs and ceremonies as practiced by Jews from Biblical times to the present,
discussing the changes that have taken place through the centuries.
What's Jewish about Butterflies? Sep 22 2021 The themes are broken up into five categories:
food, animals, the world around, all about me, and popular children's book and authors.
Highlights some of the most common, relevant values that could be associated with each theme.
Also attempts to make Israel as real and relevant as possible, by highlighting aspects of Israeli
life and culture that expand the theme at hand.
New Steps in Religious Education Jan 03 2020 Pictures and introductory features set out learning
objectives in this series of RE textbooks. ICT support has been added through a dedicated New
Steps website. Also included are new Foundation editions for lower ability pupils. Identical page
layout between the two editions means that core and foundation editions can be used alongside
one another in class. Teacher support, including photocopiable worksheets and ICT activities, are
available on the dedicated New Steps in RE website.
850 Intriguing Questions about Judaism Jun 19 2021 In 850 Intriguing Questions about
Judaism: True, False, or In Between, Ronald L. Eisenberg explores a wide range of Jewish
teachings and practices, discussing the degree to which they are true, false or a bit of both.
Teaching Jewish Holidays Aug 22 2021 The consummate encyclopedia of holiday activities.
Big Book of Canadian Celebrations Gr. 1-3 Jun 07 2020
Best Jewish Books for Children and Teens Dec 02 2019 Linda Silver selected the titles that
"represent the best in writing, illustration, reader appeal, and authentically Jewish content--in
picture books, fiction and non-fiction, for readers ranging from early childhood through the high
school years."--P. [4] of cover.
Judaism Sep 30 2019 Idiot's Guides: Judaism is written by a Rabbi/teacher for both a non-Jewish
person who wants to learn about Judaism, as well as any Jewish person who wishes to learn
more. Offering a thorough exploration, this book covers: -- The five books of Moses, Jewish law,
history, and the important Jewish scholars -- Information on Jewish life, the home and family

unit, and what to expect at synagogue. -- A guide to celebrating the Jewish Holy Days and the
what the holidays entail. -- Twenty frequently asked questions about Judaism, with quick
answers. -- Knowledge on how Christianity and Judaism are similar, yet different.
Gates of the Seasons Nov 24 2021 A survey of the sacred days of the Jewish yearly cycle
providing detailed guidance on observing the Sabbath and the Jewish holidays, including Yom
Ha-shoah (Holocaust Day) and Yom Ha-Atsmaut (Israeli Independence Day). Provides historical
background, essays, a 25-year calendar of holidays, extensive notes, bibliography, glossary and
index.
Hebrew Union College Annual Volume 87 Aug 10 2020
Jewish Holiday Cooking Jun 27 2019 A James Beard Finalist in the International Cookbook
Category In Jewish Holiday Cooking, Jayne Cohen shares a wide-ranging collection of
traditional Jewish recipes, as well as inventive new creations and contemporary variations on the
classic dishes. For home cooks, drawing from the rich traditions of Jewish history when cooking
for the holidays can be a daunting task. Jewish Holiday Cooking comes to the rescue with recipes
drawn from Jayne Cohen's first book, The Gefilte Variations -- called an "outstanding debut" by
Publisher's Weekly -- as well as over 100 new recipes and information on cooking for the
holidays. More than just a cookbook, this is the definitive guide to celebrating the Jewish
holidays. Cohen provides practical advice and creative suggestions on everything from setting a
Seder table with ritual objects to accommodating vegan relatives. The book is organized around
the major Jewish holidays and includes nearly 300 recipes and variations, plus suggested menus
tailored to each occasion, all conforming to kosher dietary laws. Chapters include all eight of the
major Jewish holidays -- Shabbat, Rosh Hashanah, Yom Kippur, Sukkot, Hanukkah, Purim,
Passover, and Shavuot -- and the book is enlivened throughout with captivating personal
reminiscences and tales from Jewish lore as well as nostalgic black and white photography from
Cohen's own family history.
Chumash, book of Haftaros Jul 01 2022 The Gutnick Chumash has gained wide acclaim as one
of the favorite Chumashim available today. It incorporates a flowing English translation of the
Torah which is loyal to Rashi. The 'Classic questions' are drawn from a range of commentators,
Midrash and Talmud, which are then ingeniously brought together in the Toras Menachem
commentary. It is the first Chumash to include a commentary anthologized from the works of the
Lubavitcher Rebbe. The Chumash also boasts a large sampling of inspirational Chasidic thoughts
and insights into the Parsha, as well as practical lessons for our daily lives. The diagrams, charts,
and illustrations all add to make this the perfect Chumash for layman or scholar. Beautifully
bound in a hand-tooled leather style cover, both inside and outside are sure to impress. This
elegantly slip-cased Book of Haftaros is the ultimate companion to the Gutnick series, with a
new translation accordind to the metzudos as well historical information and Chasidic insights.
Martha Stewart's Organizing Nov 12 2020 How to organize everything, from America's most
trusted lifestyle authority, with color photographs throughout and hundreds of ideas, projects,
and tips
Strive for Truth! Apr 05 2020 Pocket edition of original volumes 4 through 6. Individual
volumes not sold separately
Jewish Every Day Jul 21 2021 Written in a warm and understanding tone this guide takes the
best in secular early childhood education and applies it to Jewish early childhood education.
Talmud Bavli: Rosh hashanah Feb 25 2022
My First Rosh Hashanah! Apr 29 2022 Tell your kid a story about Rosh Hashanah! This little
book presents the most important facts about Rosh Hashanah. The book hifhlights main
traditions and activities, it's perfect both for little Jewish children and all children. Very
informative and simple, the book will help you to explain everything related to Rosh Hashanah

and prepare your child for celebration. If you want to teach your baby about Jewish culture in
simple funny way, this book will be fantastic gift for both of you! Features: 24 pages in total
Simple color illustrations Simple and easy language to understand for young children Paperback
edition Dedicated to kids ages 2-4 Handy 8,5" x 8,5" size, convenient when travelling with your
kid
Sammy Spider's First Rosh Hashanah Oct 04 2022 Sammy Spider wants to taste the golden
honey the Shapiros set out for a sweet New Year. Mom tells him to stick to spinning webs, but
will curious Sammy listen?
Philo's Scriptures: Citations from the Prophets and Writings Jul 29 2019 Philo’s rare citations
from the Prophets and Writings shed light on the nature of his sources, and the specific
quotations from the Prophets provide evidence for the existence, already in the 1st century CE, of
an important traditional Haftarah Cycle.
Surviving Your Bar/Bat Mitzvah Dec 14 2020 Provides a practical, humorous guide for Jewish
students and their families as they prepare for their "big day," helping students and families not
just survive but understand and enjoy this important Jewish milestone.
Insights of Rabbi Joseph B. Soloveitchik May 07 2020 Comprised of extracts from Soloveitchik's
own writings, and from tapes which Weiss translated from the Yiddish and incorporated into the
book. Weiss has also extracted from articles and essays from various rabbis and scholars to
reconstruct numerous insights of Soloveitchik.
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